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ABSTRACT

Scarps can form from active faulting and landsliding. Such scarps can be difficult to differentiate in
mountainous regions before expensive field work is done. Remote techniques to differentiate
between scarps can help focus research time and money on active tectonic scarps. This study
utilizes high resolution topographic data derived from light detection and ranging (LiDAR) and a
geographic information system (GIS) to analyze geomorphometric differences between landslide
headscarps and active tectonic scarps in western Washington. The study is separated into two
distinct phases, a GIS mapping phase and a GIS geomorphic analysis phase. The GIS mapping phase
focused on mapping scarps and landslides on LiDAR derived topographic data with GIS and field
work on Slide Mountain, in northwestern Washington. A comparison of landslides mapped
photogrammetrically by Cashman and Brunengo (2006) and with LiDAR derived topographic data
(this study) was also done in this phase. Derivatives of the LiDAR-derived digital elevation model,
such as elevation profiles, topographic contours, hill-shaded relief maps, and slope maps, were the
primary sources for geomorphometric data. The GIS geomorphic analysis phase used scatter plots
and statistical analysis to compare geomorphometric parameters of known active tectonic scarps
and landslide headscarps mapped by previous workers in western Washington (Wegmann, 2006;
McKenna et al., 2008). Scarps were found to be best differentiated by comparing three
morphometric parameters: scarp length, sinuosity, and mean slope within a 30-m buffer. Methods
used to analyze known scarps in western Washington were then used for comparison with the
features mapped on Slide Mountain.
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In this study I mapped a total of 41 landslides, spanning 6.7 km2 on LiDAR derived topographic data,
compared to 168 landslides and an overall area of 12.5 km2 from photogrammetric mapping
(Cashman and Brunengo, 2006). A total of 839 scarps were mapped on Slide Mountain: 468 bedding
scarps, 43 joint scarps, 105 landslide scarps, 51 landslide headscarps and 172 of unknown origin.
The GIS geomorphic analysis phase of the study shows that landslide headwall scarps and active
tectonic scarps plot differently in scatter plots when comparing scarp length, sinuosity, and mean
slope within a 30-m buffer. This statistical analysis shows that active fault scarps are longer,
straighter, and occur in less steep terrain than landslide headscarps assessed in this study.
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INTRODUCTION
Active faulting forms scarps from tectonically induced ground rupture. Landsliding also
induces ground rupture scarps, but as a result of primarily gravitational forces. As scarps can form
from both active faulting and landsliding it can be difficult to differentiate between the separate
origins. Differentiating between scarps formed from active faulting and landsliding will lead to
better hazard assessment of faults and landslides (Clague and Evans, 1994; Thompson et al., 1997;
Hippolyte et al., 2006; Li et al. 2011).
Difficulties differentiating landslide and tectonic scarps are a problem for neotectonic scarp
research because of high costs of field investigations. This problem is highlighted in areas of large
topographic relief, where landslides are more common. It is useful for inexpensive lab techniques to
differentiate scarp origin before expensive field investigations are attempted. This study addresses
the problem using remotely sensed topographic data and a geographic information system (GIS)
assisting geomorphic analysis to differentiate landslide and tectonic scarps in western Washington
(Figure 1).
Geomorphometry - quantitative ground surface analysis - is a powerful way that GIS and
digital elevation models are utilized together to analyze the ground surface. Digital elevation
models (DEMs) are raster files representing interpolated surface elevations of individual cells within
a grid of cells. Cell size is dependent on elevation data resolution. Past geomorphometric studies
from different areas around the world were done for landslide delineation, risk assessment,
mapping landforms for structural interpretations, and tectonic geomorphology (Gritzner et al., 2001;
Jordan, 2003; Ganas et al., 2005; Glenn et al., 2006; Pavlis and Bruhn, 2011). However,
differentiating between landslide and tectonic scarps using geomorphometry has not been

addressed. This study will benefit future neotectonic investigations by focusing field efforts on
scarps with greater paleoseismic research potential.

Previous Work
Recent work has been done using high resolution topographic data derived from light
detection and ranging (LiDAR) to map landslides, structural geology, and active faults. Glenn et al.
(2006) used LiDAR derived topographic data to characterize and differentiate landslide morphology
and activity using geomorphometric techniques and many other researchers have used LiDAR
derived topographic data to effectively map landslides (e.g., Van Den Eeckhaut et al., 2007; Harp, et
al., 2008). Mackey and Roering (2011) used orthorectified aerial photographs together with LiDAR
derived topographic data in an innovative way to define kinematics of a landslide and resultant
sediment yields into rivers. Li et al. (2011) studied uphill-facing scarp origins with LiDAR derived
topographic data and stress modeling techniques and Pavlis and Bruhn (2011) used the same data
set to resolve bedrock folding in southern Alaska. Many studies have used LiDAR derived
topographic data successfully to discover and investigate active faults in the forested and recently
glaciated Puget Sound Lowland (e.g., Haugerud et al, 2003; Nelson et al., 2003).
Identification of scarps facilitates study of potentially hazardous active faults and landslides.
Within the Pacific Northwest (PNW) it is a challenge to locate both types of scarps because of
heavily forested terrain and recent glaciation. LiDAR technology is a boon for such research because
high resolution bare earth images can be created from these data. Many faults have been identified
with high resolution LiDAR-based DEMs in the PNW (Figure 1) (e.g., Harding and Berghoff, 2000;
Haugerud et al., 2003; Nelson et al., 2003; Sherrod et al., 2008). LiDAR derived data are also useful
with landslide studies for the same reasons as for fault studies (Gold et al., 2003; Haugerud et al.,
2003; McKean and Roering, 2004; Montgomery, 2004; Schulz, 2004; Mackey and Roering, 2011).
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Using GIS, high-resolution LiDAR derived topographic data are manipulated and analyzed efficiently;
making powerful tools for geomorphic and structural analysis (Gold, 2004).
Workers used LiDAR derived topographic data in northwestern Washington, in particular, to
identify scarps near Kendall, WA, with paleoseismic trench evidence of shallow Holocene reverse
faulting (Figures 1 and 2) (Haugerud et al., 2005; Barnett, 2007; Barnett et al., 2007; Siedlecki, 2008).
Directly south of the Kendall reverse faults is Slide Mountain (Figure 2) where a number of
suspicious east-west trending uphill-facing scarps identified on LiDAR derived data cut across
bedrock bedding and topography. The scarps are interesting because this is the expected
orientation of compressional deformation structures and the features appear to cross underlying
geologic structures. However, features of gravitational origin, such as landslides and sackung, may
have similar uphill-facing scarps (Clague and Evans, 1994; Thompson et al., 1997; Thorsen, 1989; Li
et al., 2011).
Slide Mountain (Figures 2 and 3) is an ideal location to address scarp origin with GIS and
LiDAR derived topographic data because it has LiDAR data coverage, is near active faults, has
consistent bedrock geology, and landslides have been mapped there (e.g., Cashman and Brunengo,
2006). This study addresses both tectonic and landslide hazards within western Whatcom County
and details another tool for paleoseismic research. Also, this study addresses whether GIS and
LiDAR derived topographic data can be used to map underlying geologic structure on Slide
Mountain.

Tectonic Setting
Northwestern Washington is in a zone of north-south shortening with reverse faulting and
folding (Figure 4). Northeastward oblique subduction of the Juan de Fuca plate and northwestward
translation of the Sierra Nevada block cause tectonic rotation of the Oregon block into the
3

Washington block (Figure 4) (Wells et al., 1998; Wells and Simpson, 2001; McCaffrey et al., 2007).
Northward movement of Washington against the fairly stable Canadian Coast Mountains buttress
causes east-west trending reverse faulting and folding, which is observed in the Puget Lowland
region (Figures 4 and 1) (Brocher et al., 2004; Sherrod et al., 2004; Barnett, 2007; Barnett et al.,
2007; Haugerud et al., 2005; Siedlecki, 2008). Plate motion reconstructions and GPS geodetic
studies suggest rates of north-south shortening on the order of 3 – 7 mm yr-1 within the region
(Wells et al., 1998; Mazzotti et al., 2002; Hyndman et al., 2003; McCaffrey et al., 2007).

Geology of Slide Mountain
Slide Mountain is underlain by the Bellingham Bay and Slide Members of the Chuckanut
Formation (Figure 2) (Johnson, 1984; Lapen 2000). The Chuckanut Formation consists of Eocene
sedimentary deposits (Johnson, 1984). The Bellingham Bay Member is composed of massive
conglomerate, coarse arkose, medium- to fine-grained sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone with
local coal beds (Johnson, 1984). The stratigraphically higher Slide Member is similar to the
Bellingham Bay Member, but without arkose beds and with less coal (Lapen, 2000).

Geomorphology
The geomorphology of Slide Mountain is a product of deformation, glaciation, fluvial
processes, and landsliding (Figure 2). Slide Mountain was last glaciated during the Sumas stade of
the Fraser glaciation with outwash depositing approximately 12 – 10 ka (Kovanen and Easterbrook,
2001). Kovanen and Easterbrook (2001) suggest the Sumas stade originated from Mt. Baker and Mt.
Shuksan after Vashon continental ice sheet retreat approximately 12.5 ka.
Landslides are a common geologic hazard on Slide Mountain. Moen (1962) described large
landslides near the mouth of the Racehorse Creek drainage (Figures 2 and 3), that crossed the North
Fork Nooksack River, and one that formed Canyon Lake (Figure 3). The Canyon Lake landslide was
4

mapped by Fiksdal and Brunengo (1981). Pringle et al. (1998) used radiocarbon dating to infer the
Racehorse Creek landslide occurred on or after 3,840 ± 140 yrs. B.P. and the Canyon Lake landslide
occurred on or after 170 – 160 ± 100 yrs. B.P. A Washington State Department of Natural Resources
(WA-DNR) aerial photo and field investigative landslide survey in the Racehorse Creek drainage
mapped 229 mass-wasting features (Figure 3; Cashman and Brunengo, 2006). Of the 229 masswasting features, 25% were identified as shallow failures, 14% deep-seated landslides, and 61% as
debris slides, avalanches, or flows (Cashman and Brunengo, 2006). Further, workers have shown
that Chuckanut Formation bedding and jointing attitudes in relation to hillslope steepness and
orientation have dramatic effects on slope stability (Fiksdal and Brunengo, 1981; Schmidt and
Montgomery, 1996).

METHODS
This study is in two parts; a GIS mapping phase and a GIS geomorphic analysis phase. The
GIS mapping phase of the study focuses on remotely mapped scarps and landslides in the Slide
Mountain area using LiDAR derived topographic data. Structural and geomorphic field work was
done to verify the location and type of scarps and to explore underlying causes of remotely mapped
features. The GIS geomorphic analysis phase of the study entails data collection from previously
mapped and known landslide headwall scarps and fault scarps in western Washington (Wegmann,
2006; McKenna et al., 2008), as well as scarps mapped on Slide Mountain. Previously mapped
scarps are considered the control group and scarps mapped on Slide Mountain are considered the
experimental group. Geomorphic data, such as scarp length, sinuosity, and mean slope within 30-m
buffers, were extracted from the control group to compare fault and landslide scarp types using
scatter plots. Scarps mapped in the project area received the same data extraction and analysis as
the control group. Results of the control and experimental groups’ geomorphometric extractions
5

were compared to attempt differentiation of fault and landslide scarps on the project area, i.e. Slide
Mountain.

Data Acquisition
LiDAR Data and Digital Elevation Models
Various DEM data sets were used in this study because of the large geographic area, but
also to compare differences in using LiDAR and non-LiDAR derived DEMs. Two-meter DEMs are
based on last return (bare earth) airborne LiDAR derived topographic data. Ten-m DEMs are based
on digitized United States Geological Survey (USGS) topographic contour quadrangles. Two and 10m DEMs used for this study were created by the USGS (Figure 1, PSLC, 2000-2005, 2006; UW Spatial
Lab, 2009). The 2-m DEMs are in Clallam, Kitsap, Island, Mason, Pierce, Thurston, and Whatcom
counties and 10-m DEMs cover areas in King, Snohomish, and Cowlitz Counties (Figure 1; PSLC,
2000-2005, 2006; University of Washington Department of Earth and Space Sciences
Geomorphological Research Group (UW Spatial Lab) GIS data web, 2009).
Airborne LiDAR derived topographic data used to construct the DEM for the Slide Mountain
project area were obtained from the USGS as part of the North Puget Sound LiDAR survey (PSLC,
2006). The survey overview states that it was designed in accordance with Federal Emergency
Management Agency LiDAR data collection standards and was an experiment of low-cost LiDAR data
collection over a large area (PSLC, 2006). The task order for the survey specified horizontal accuracy
of 1-m or better, root mean square error (RMSE), vertical accuracy of 18.5 cm RMSE (37 cm in
vegetated areas), but specifications were not met by the contractor (PSLC, 2006). As a test for
accuracy, the USGS tested consistency of the LiDAR data, by estimating the probability that similar
elevation returns could be reproduced with an increased number of point returns. Of 158
contractor tiles of LiDAR data used for DEM coverage of the study area the USGS tested 16 tiles for
6

consistency (PSLC, 2006). Vertical accuracy ranged 1.6 – 106.1 cm and horizontal accuracy ranged
24.4 – 151.6 cm, for the 16 tiles (PSLC, 2006). Averages for the whole survey are a vertical accuracy
of 19.1 cm and horizontal accuracy of 95.7 cm (n = 15,651,376; PSLC, 2006). Despite being close to
specifications the results of the survey were outside of specified vertical accuracy and the range of
horizontal accuracy of tested tiles showed a high end range of 151.6 cm.
Some problems were observed in the Slide Mountain area 2-m DEM from accuracy
specifications not being met, but the data have proven useful and data coverage for the study area
is complete and accurate enough for uses in this study. Areas where higher densities of points are
recorded within the project vicinity have aircraft-swath boundary issues. During interpolation the
point density difference can generate spurious scarps in the DEM, but this error is in the same
direction as flight patterns, readily recognized, and is on the order of approximately one vertical
meter, which is less than most scarps mapped in this project. Another issue observed in the 2-m
DEM for Slide Mountain is small areas of triangular facets (crystal forest) derived from the triangular
irregular networking (TIN) interpolation process where there are a small number of point returns.
However, a relatively small part of the study area is covered by crystal forest and mapping was not
done for these areas. Also, field checking of 1 – 3 meter high scarps demonstrated these LiDAR
derived topographic data to be useful and accurately represent observations made in the field.
Additional DEMs made from LiDAR data (2-m) (PSLC, 2000-2005) and USGS quadrangles (10m) (UW Spatial Lab, 2010) were used to complete analysis of the control group fault and landslide
scarps (Wegmann, 2006; McKenna et al., 2008) in other parts of western Washington (Figure 1).
The 10-m DEMs were used as LiDAR data does not cover all areas being used in for the control
group. These data cover areas in Cowlitz and Kitsap Counties for landslide headwall scarp analysis
and Clallam, Snohomish, Island, Mason, Pierce, King, and Thurston Counties for fault scarp analysis
(Figure 1 and Table 1).
7

TABLE 1 DEM* type, spatial coverage, and survey information
DEM Type

County
Coverage

PSLC† Survey

Year of
survey

10-m USGS§ quad

Cowlitz

N/A#

N/A
2000

Scarp Type
Landslide headscarp
Landslide
headscarp/Fault

2-m LiDAR

Kitsap

Puget Sound
Lowlands

Fault

2-m LiDAR

Whatcom

North Puget Sound

2006

Fault

2-m LiDAR

Clallam

Clallam County

2001-2002

Fault

10-m USGS quad

Snohomish

N/A

N/A

¥

Puget Sound
Lowlands
Puget Sound
Lowlands
Puget Sound
Lowlands

Fault

2-m LiDAR

Island

Fault

2-m LiDAR

Mason

Fault

2-m LiDAR

Pierce

Fault

10-m USGS quad

King

N/A

N/A

Thurston

Puget Sound
Lowlands

2000-2005

Fault

2-m LiDAR

2001-2002
2002
2000-2005

Note: See GIS Data and Resources Section for source information.
*DEM = Digital Elevation Model
†

PSLC = Puget Sound LiDAR Consortium

§

USGS = United States Geological Survey

#

N/A = Not Applicable

¥

LiDAR = Light Distance And Ranging

Digital Surface Model Creation
Digital elevation models are the jumping off point for creation of other digital surface
models (DSM) such as elevation profiles, topographic contours, hillshades, aspect, and slope maps.
ArcMap’s (version 9.3) Spatial Analyst toolset was used to create the DSMs. Four hillshade DSMs
were created to analyze and evaluate the study area surface with a 45° sun altitude angle and 315°,
45°, 135°, and 225° sun azimuths. Topographic contours were constructed at intervals of 3 and 30
m to complement hillshade and slope maps. The slope map, which displays the first partial
derivative of surface elevation, was the single most important layer in identifying scarps, landslides
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and other topographic anomalies. Cross-sectional topographic profiles were built using ArcMap’s 3D Analyst toolset.

GIS Mapping Phase, Slide Mountain
Landform and structural mapping using LiDAR derived topographic data and a GIS is iterative
in the sense that observations are continually being made throughout the process and new insights
often result as field work is done. Scarps and landslides were mapped using 2-m DEMs and ArcGIS
with field work done to collect structural data and groundtruth observations made in the lab.
Slide Mountain Scarp Identification
The Dictionary of Mining, Mineral and Related Terms (American Geological Institute, 2003)
define scarp as a “relatively straight, cliff-like face or slope of considerable linear extent, breaking
the general continuity of the land by separating surfaces lying at different levels”. For this study
scarps are defined similarly, but also including linear and curvilinear trends in diverging visual
surface roughness and slope. Topographic divergence allowed for delineation of scarps, which were
then digitized into shapefiles. Scarps were most readily observed by viewing slope DSMs and/or
hillshades draped over each other.
Scarps were assigned one of six types, five of which were also mapped in the field area, and
given a representative color in all maps (Figure 5 and Plate1):
1. Bedding scarps (blue) – scarps are parallel to sub-parallel with the strike of underlying
Chuckanut Formation bedding, often closely spaced together, and could be distinguished
using bedding orientations observed in the field.
2. Landslide scarps (light green) - peripheral, flanking, or internal deformational scarps near
landslides.
3. Landslide headwall scarps (yellow) - the head of a landslide.
9

4. Joint scarps (green) - interpreted after viewing joint structural data in stereonet plots and
correlating predominant joint sets with topographic perturbations of similar strike trend.
5. Unknown scarps (orange) - scarps of no obvious origin.
6. Fault scarps (red) - not identified in the field area during this study, however scarps
originally thought to be fault scarps were reinterpreted after field work; published data
were used to locate the Kendall reverse fault scarps (Haugerud et al., 2005; Barnett et al.,
2007; Siedlecki, 2008).
Landslide Identification
Identifying Slide Mountain landslides with 2-m DEMs was done with hillshade, slope, and
topographic contour maps, topographic profiles, and field observations. Hillshade and slope DSMs
were useful in identifying differences in surface texture (i.e. hummocky), slope breaks, and landform
shapes to assess features. Diverging topographic contours allowed better visualization of scallop
shapes on valley walls where material was excavated and/or deposited (Figure 6). Topographic
profiles were used to better visualize finer scale features across apparent landslide and scarp
features. Field observations sometimes led directly to landslide identification.
Field Work
Interesting scarps and landslides observed in the lab were investigated in the field area.
Sometimes areas were not readily accessible due to heavy timber harvest debris, brush, or traffic
from logging operations. GIS mapping observations were confirmed in the field by correlating scarp
sizes and shapes.
Bedding, joint, fracture, and slickenline structural data were collected using traditional
geologic field techniques. When possible, more than one bedding observation was recorded at sites
to corroborate initial observations. Joint data were collected when the break was longer than one
10

meter, the fracture surface was fairly smooth, and the surface was observed in multiple locations
throughout the outcrop. Joints were considered to be a set in the field when a pattern was
observed in outcrop or in the lab with stereographic analysis. Joint sets were classified predominant
or minor as well. Predominant sets were classified if there were a high number of joints tightly
grouped in similar orientation; the set was considered a minor joint set when fewer joints than the
predominant set were loosely grouped. Minor faults and slickenlines were recorded in few
locations, and when observed, strike and dip of slip planes and plunge and trend of lineation
directions were recorded. Structural data collected were plotted on lower-hemisphere, equal area
stereonets using GEOrient software (Holcomb, 2009).
Map Refinement
The map was refined in the lab to reflect field observations and insights. Refinement
includes the addition of landslides, scarps, and assigning observed scarps a type when possible.

GIS Geomorphic Analysis Phase, All Scarps
Data Extraction
Attribute fields were tabulated for mapped scarps using ArcGIS Field and Geometry
Calculator. Type, scarp lengths, end point coordinates, chord length between end points, sinuosity,
azimuth, and landslide area and perimeter were all calculated within the attribute table. Sequential
identification numbers were assigned to scarps and landslides within the attribute table. Type was
assigned depending on scarp type inferred from field and lab work. Scarp end points were tabulated
as Cartesian coordinates in the North American Datum (NAD) 1983 State Plane Washington North
coordinate system. Scarp chord length, the shortest distance between the beginning and ending
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coordinates of scarps, were measured using Equation (1).
√
Where x and y are the beginning x,y Cartesian coordinates and x’ and y’ are the ending x,y Cartesian
coordinates of the scarps. Scarp length was calculated with Geometry Calculator, an Arc tool that
determines simple geographic attributes. Scarp sinuosity was determined using Equation (2).

Scarp azimuth was calculated in Field Calculator with script adapted from Jeness (2005; Appendix
A). The script calculates azimuth of the scarp chord. Azimuths calculated for scarps were plotted in
Rose diagrams using Georient (Holcomb, 2009). Area and perimeter of landslide features were
calculated with ArcMap’s Geometry Calculator tool.
Buffer polygon shapefile layers were created around all non-bedding scarps at 10, 20, 30,
40, and 50 m so slope could be averaged within the buffer area. Buffers were created using
ArcMap’s Geoprocessing Buffer tool. Multiple buffers were created to compare differences in
average slope computed with the “Zonal Statistics as Table” tool and tables were joined to
appropriate buffer layers.
Data created and described above for Slide Mountain scarp layers were also calculated and
tabulated in the same fashion for Cowlitz and Kitsap County landslide headwall scarp and western
Washington fault scarp shapefiles. These data were used in statistical analyses described below.
Statistics
A variety of statistical analyses were done using Analyse-It (2009) to test similarity of means
between data groups. Parameters compared were scarp length, sinuosity, and mean slope within
30-m buffers for Cowlitz and Kitsap County landslide scarps, western Washington fault scarps
(referred to collectively as the control group) and joint, unknown, landslide, and landslide headwall
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scarps mapped on Slide Mountain (referred collectively as Slide Mountain scarps or the
experimental group). One-way ANOVA was used to test equality of means of data groups. ANOVA
assumes data groups are parametric, normally distributed, and with similar variances, so quantilenormal plots and box plots of data groups were built and compared to assess normality and
variances.
When data violated these assumptions, the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis
of variance test was used. The Kruskal-Wallis method tests if data groups have the same continuous
distribution and does not assume similar variances and means, but does assume groups of data have
a similar shape of distribution. Box plots were used to view data distribution when appropriate.
As both ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis test only for differences in means of groups, paired tests
were conducted to assess equality of means between individual paired groups. For parametric data
the Student T-test was used and for non-parametric data the Mann-Whitney U-test was done. The
T-test null hypothesis states that means of the measurement variable are equal for the two
categories. The Mann-Whitney analysis tests if two samples come from the same population. The
Mann-Whitney and T-tests report a p-value, which is the probability of observing a difference larger
than that observed between the tested groups if the null hypothesis were true. A result with a pvalue below 0.05 fails the null hypothesis, meaning the difference between the two means would
unlikely be a coincidence.
Groups of data proven to have different means can be treated as separate populations and
scatter plots are used to compare the groups. Microsoft Excel was used to construct scatter plots of
data of the control and experimental groups. The scatter plots compare how the groups differ when
scarp length, sinuosity, and average slope under a buffer are plotted versus each other. Initial
scatter plots did not show clustering so data were transformed with square root, log10, and logit10
transformations and plotted versus each other.
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The logit10 transformation is a function that works well to spread data points between 0 and
1. The logit transformation is calculated with Equation (3)
(

)

where p is scarp sinuosity, which is always between 0 and 1 (Equation 2).

RESULTS
GIS Mapping of Slide Mountain
Slide Mountain Landslide Data
A total of 41 landslides were mapped on Slide Mountain, covering 6.7 km2 (Figure 3). Nine
landslides less than 3,000 m2 and four are larger than 500,000 m2, with the largest 3,317,307 m2
(Figure 3).
Slide Mountain Scarps
A total of 839 scarps were mapped on the 2-m DEM in the study area (Figure 5, Table 2,
Plate 1). Results of scarps and structural data are divided into Areas labeled A, B, C, and D (Figure 5).
Sites in Areas and sub-areas were grouped together based on the sites proximity to each other and
are organized with Area A furthest west and Areas
TABLE 2. Scarp type count and percentages

C & D furthest east (Figure 5). Scarps within Areas
are described further in context of the structural
results observed.

Count

Percentage

Percentage of total
non-bedding

Bedding

468

55.8%

NA*

Joint

43

5.1%

11.6%

Landslide

105

12.5%

28.3%

Landslide
Headscarp

51

6.1%

13.7%

Unknown

172

20.5%

46.4%

Total

839

100%

100.0%

Scarp Type

* NA = Not applicable
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Area A
Bedding
Bedding in Area A strikes largely southwest (Figure 7). The steepest bedding dips are in the
western portion of Area A at site 94 with a dip of 75° and shallows in the east to a low dip of 15° at
site 82 (Figure 7).
Joints
A total of 200 joint orientations were collected in Area A at six sub-areas of sites, labeled A1
– A6 (Table 3, Figure 8A – F). Two predominant joint sets and at least five minor joint sets are
observed at groups of sites throughout Area A (Figures 8A – F; Table 3). One joint set dips steeply
(71° - 85°) northeast and one dips steeply (68° - 87°) southwest (Figures 8A – F). The southwest
dipping joint set is most predominant, but the northeast dipping joint set is also quite dominant
over other joint sets observed in the area (Figure 8A – F).
Scarps
A total of 146 scarps were mapped within Area A, approximately 17% of all scarps mapped
for the project (Figure 7, Table 4). Bedding scarps (N = 73), which make up the bulk of features
mapped on Slide Mountain, have a mean azimuth strike of 041 – 221 in Area A (Figure 8G, Table 4).
Forty joint scarps are mapped in Area A, and were so designated because the scarps have similar
strike to predominant joint sets observed in the field (Figures 7 and 8A – F, Tables 3 and 4). Joint
scarps have a mean strike of 118 – 298 (Figure 8G, Table 4). Joint scarps extend for approximately
2,500 m along the central ridge crest in the center of Figure 7 and through the pre-historic
Racehorse Creek landslide. Joint scarps range in length from 41 – 603 m and bound graben-like
topography along the ridge crest that is close to 40 m deep along the southeastern margin of scarps
(Figures 7 and 9A – C).
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TABLE 3. Mean strike and dip for joint sets within Area A
Group
number

Site numbers in
group (Map A)

Joint set
prevalence

N

Mean
strike/dip

A1

82 - 84

predominant

14

129/78

A1

82 - 84

minor

7

053/86

A2

85 - 87

predominant

9

137/86

A3

74, 88, 91

predominant

25

124/87

A4

78 - 81 and 90

predominant

10

119/68

A4

78 - 81 and 90

minor

6

016/56

A5

75 - 77

predominant

32

301/85

A5

75 - 77

minor

5

346/50

A6

92 - 95

predominant

22

313/71

A6

92 - 95

minor

9

175/69

A6

92 - 95

minor

6

139/49

Note: Shaded rows are predominant joint sets for site groups.

TABLE 4. Mean azimuth trend of
scarps mapped in Area A
Scarp type

N

Mean azimuth

Bedding

73

041-221

Unknown

16

167-347

Joint

40

118-298

Landslide

10

085-265

Landslide
headscarp

7

149-329

Area B
Bedding
Bedding orientation varies within Area B (Figure 10). Small scale folding was observed along
the ridge crest and a fold axis plunge and trend of 39/358 was calculated from poles to bedding
planes (Figures 10 and 11A). This fold axis is consistent with the anticline mapped by Lapen (2000)
(Figure 10).
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Joints
A total of 111 joint orientations were collected in Area B and sites are separated into two
different sub-areas of sites for analysis of observed joint planes, a western and an eastern sub-area
(Table 5, Figure 11B and C). The western sub-area had fewer overall joint planes collected, but one
joint set was defined from data (Table 5, Figures 11B). The eastern sub-area had much better
outcrops for joint data collection. Two predominant and one minor joint set were defined in the
eastern sub-area (Table 5, Figures 11C). The one joint set that is observed in the western sub-area
has a similar mean strike and dip, 040/73, to another joint set observed in the eastern sub-area,
046/69 (Table 5, Figures 11B and C).
Scarps
A total of 37 scarps were mapped within Area B, approximately 4% of the total scarps
mapped for the project: 5 landslide headwall scarps, 13 unknown, 17 bedding, and 2 landslide
scarps (Figure 10, Table 6). The mean strike of mapped bedding scarps, 063 – 243 (Table 6, Figure
11D), correlates well with observed bedding traces from field surveys (Figure 10). A number of
scarps were mapped as possible bedding scarps along the south facing valley wall of Racehorse
Creek, which is also the location of landslide headwall scarps mapped in Area B (Figure 10). Mean
strike of landslide headwall scarps, 079 – 259, within Area B is sub-parallel to the mean strike of
bedding scarps (Table 6, Figure 11E). Unknown scarps mapped in the northeast corner of Figure 10
trend northeast-southwest in a similar direction to one of the eastern group’s joint sets (Figure 11C).
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TABLE 5. Mean strike and dip for joint sets within Area B
Group

Site numbers in
group (Map B)

Joint set
prevalence

N

Mean
strike/dip

Western

28, 53, 54, 56,
57, 66, 67

NA*

5

037/74

Eastern

55, 58 - 62, 64,
65, 69-73

predominant

24

144/85

Eastern

55, 58 - 62, 64,
65, 69-73

predominant

17

174/81

Eastern

55, 58 - 62, 64,
65, 69-73

minor

14

046/69

* NA = Not Applicable, only one joint set was observed in group.
Note: Shaded rows are predominant joint sets for site groups.

TABLE 6. Mean azimuth trend of
scarps mapped in Area B
Scarp type

N

Mean azimuth

Bedding

17

063-243

Unknown

13

000-180*

Landslide

2

NA†

Landslide
headscarp

5

079-259

* Mean azimuth not well constrained
† NA = Not applicable

Area C
Bedding
Bedding in Area C has a fairly consistent southwest strike (Figure 12). Some bedding
diverges from the trend at sites 23, 24, and 31 (Figure 12). These east striking bedding sites have
variable dips and are located within a mapped landslide (Figure 12).
Joints
A total of 138 joint orientations were collected in Area C in four different sub-areas, labeled
C1 – C4 (Table 7, Figures 13A – D). No joint orientations from sites believed to be disrupted by
landsliding were considered in this analysis. One predominant southwest dipping joint set is
observed in sub-areas C2, 117/33, and C3, 130/33 (Table 7, Figures 13A and B). This joint set was
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not observed in sub-areas C1 and C4, but a minor steeply dipping north-south striking joint set is
observed in sub-areas C2 – C4 (Table 7, Figures 13A – C).
Scarps
A total of 84 scarps are mapped in Area C, approximately 10% of all scarps mapped for the
project: 34 bedding, 18 unknown, 29 landslide, and 5 landslide headwall scarps (Figure 12, Table 8).
Similar trends are observed between some joint sets and scarp types, particularly unknown scarps
within Area C (Figures 13A – D, Tables 7 and 8). A prominent 1200 m long NW-striking scarp cuts
across bedding and is parallel with a 360 m long landslide scarp south of Wildcat Creek, similar to
minor joint sets observed in sub-areas C2, 350/83, and C4, 353/83 and 164/58 (Table 7 and Figure
12).

TABLE 7. Mean strike and dip for joint sets within Area C
Sub Areas

Site numbers

Joint set
persistance

N

Mean
strike/dip

C1

2 - 6, 10 - 12, 27

NA*

8

241/72

C1

2 - 6, 10 - 12, 27

NA*

6

051/31

C2

1, 15-20, 35

predominant

31

117/33

C2

1, 15-20, 35

minor

8

350/83

C2

1, 15-20, 35

minor

6

052/23

predominant

13

130/33

minor

4

353/74

C3
C3

7-9, 13, 14, 21,
22
7-9, 13, 14, 21,
22

C4

29, 32, 33

minor

10

353/83

C4

29, 32, 33

minor

9

002/55

C4

29, 32, 33

minor

8

043/43

C4

29, 32, 33

minor

7

164/58

* NA = Not Applicable, due to poorly constrained joint sets.
Note: Shaded rows are predominant joint sets for sub-areas.
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Table 8. of mean azimuth trend of
scarps mapped in Area C
Scarp type

N

Mean azimuth
trend

Bedding

15

060-240

Unknown

8

161-341

Landslide

25

008-188

Landslide
headscarp

2

149-325*

* Mean azimuth not well constrained

Area D
Bedding
Eighteen bedding orientations were collected at sites in Area D. Bedding is somewhat
variable with a slight change from a north dip in the northwest of the area to a more northeast dip
in the southeast (Figure 14). Anomalous bedding is observed at sites 49 and 51 within a landslide
and is likely disturbed (Figure 14).
Joints
A total of 212 joint orientations were collected in Area E in three different sub-areas labeled
D1 – D3 (Table 9, Figures 15A – D). Steep southeast dipping joint sets appear in all sub-areas: D1 –
028/72, D2 – 033/83, and D3 – 026/58 (Figures 15A, B, and D, Table 9).
Faults
Minor fault planes with slickenlines are observed in sub-area D3 at sites 49 and 52 (Figures
14, 15E and F). Faults are mostly steeply dipping, along a north – south strike, and have similar
orientations to joint sets observed in sub-area D3 (Figures 15E and F). Slickenlines appear to parallel
the intersection of bedding and faults (Figures 15E and F).
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Scarps
A total of 94 scarps were mapped in Area D, approximately 11% of all scarps mapped for this
project: 35 bedding scarps, 52 unknown scarps, 5 landslide scarps, and 7 landslide headwall scarps
(Table 10, Figure 14). Unknown scarps show three different trends at approximately 060 – 240, 145
– 325, and 175 – 355 (Figure 15G). There is little similarity with any of the joint set orientations
observed except perhaps with a minor steeply east dipping joint set in sub-area D2, 183/78 (Table 9,
Figures 15B and G). Most of the north-south striking unknown scarps are located in sub-area D3,
but are also observed throughout Area D (Figure 14).

TABLE 9. Mean strike and dip for joint sets within Area D
Group
number

Site numbers in
group (Map E)

Joint set
prevalence

N

Mean
strike/dip

D1

38-42

predominant

26

084/33

D1

38-42

predominant

25

025/72

D2

43-47

sheeting?

10

193/17

D2

43-47

minor

8

033/83

D2

43-47

minor

8

183/78

D3

48-52

predominant

17

093/38

D3

48-52

minor

10

026/58

D3

48-52

minor

10

187/62

D3

48-52

minor

8

002/76

D3

48-52

minor

8

212/47

D3

48-52

minor

8

245/54

D3

48-52

minor

6

047/54

Note: Shaded rows are predominant joint sets for site groups.

TABLE 10. Mean azimuth trend of
scarps mapped in Area D
Scarp type

N

Mean azimuth

Bedding

35

087-267

Unknown

52

178-358

Landslide

2

061-241*

Landslide
headscarp

5

168-348*

* Mean azimuth not well constrained
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GIS Geomorphic Analysis of Scarps in the Control and Slide Mountain Areas
The GIS analysis phase entails the statistical analysis and comparison of physical attributes
of the control and Slide Mountain area scarps’. Data were extracted from the control group, and
physical attributes were extracted from previous work of landslide headwall scarps and fault scarps
in western Washington (Wegmann, 2006; Mckenna et. al 2008), to compare fault and landslide
scarp types using geomorphometric parameters. Scarps mapped in the project area, Slide Mountain
area scarps, received the same data extraction and analysis as the control group and results were
compared to attempt differentiating fault and landslide scarps in the project area.
Statistics
The average slope of non-bedding scarps mapped for the project were tabulated within 10,
20, 30, 40, and 50 m buffers to examine average slope within different buffer sizes. As this average
is calculated within a buffer around the scarps, the slope of the hillslope adjacent to the scarps and
the slope of the scarp itself are included in the average. An appropriate buffer size was sought to
compare groups of scarps without the scarp slope excessively affecting mean slope within the
buffer. Box plots were used to visually compare mean slopes in different buffer sizes for Cowlitz and
Kitsap County landslide headwall scarps, western Washington fault scarps (the control group), and
Slide Mountain unknown, joint, landslide, and landslide headwall scarps (the experimental group)
(Figures 16, 17, 18, and 19). When comparing all of the buffer size mean slopes the 10 and 20 m
buffer mean slopes are slightly higher and successively the mean slopes are lower, but with little
difference with the 30, 40, and 50 m buffers (Figures 16, 17, 18, and 19). The 30-m buffer was
interpreted to be the appropriate buffer size to use in the study for two reasons: the smaller buffers
had a higher mean which is over-influenced by the scarp, and the larger buffers were averaging over
too large an area, not accurately representing the adjacent hillslope around the scarp. These
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interpretations were made due to the large change between the 10 & 20-m buffers and the low
difference between the 30, 40, and 50-m buffers (Figures 16, 17, 18, and 19).
Box plots were used to qualitatively assess the normal distribution and variance of length,
sinuosity, and mean slope within a 30-m buffer for the control and experimental groups of data
(Figures 20 and 21). Figures 16, 17, 18, and 19 are examples of normally distributed data with
similar variances because the means plot in the centers of the boxes; also the boxes and whiskers
are mostly similar in size, which corroborates that data are spread similarly in each group. Data for
scarp length and sinuosity required non-parametric tests because the variance and normal
distribution assumptions were not met (Figure 20). However, data for the 30-m buffer mean slope
does meet ANOVA assumptions (Figure 21). However both ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis tests were
done for all data groups as a way to cross-check results (Table 11).
TABLE 11. ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis test results
ANOVA Test Results
Tested parameter
Scarp length

*

Kruskal-Wallis Test Results
†

df

F-value

p-value

df

H-value§

p-value

6

58.606

<0.0001

6

440.122

<0.0001

‡

Scarp sinuosity

6

726.346

<<< 0

6

1166.341

<0.0001

Mean slope (30 m buffer)

6

482.152

<<< 0

6

1057.534

<0.0001

*

df = degrees of freedom

†

F-value is mean square of source divided by mean square of error; the number is a value for a test.
A larger F-value suggests variance is due to the effect and an F-value below 1 suggests variance is
due to error.
§
H-value represents the variance of ranks among groups and is adjusted for the number of ranking
ties.
‡
<<< = results are significantly smaller than.

Results from ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis tests suggest at least one group mean differs
significantly for the scarp length, sinuosity, and 30-m buffer mean slope groups (Table 11). Because
all groups are tested at the same time during ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis tests, the methods do not
signify which particular group mean or means differ, just that at least one of the groups’ mean is
different from the others. Therefore, paired mean tests are used to discriminate which group’s
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mean or means differs from each other. The Student T-test is used for paired parametric data (the
mean slope data groups), and the Mann-Whitney U-test is used for paired non-parametric data (the
length and sinuosity data groups; Table 12). Again, both tests were used for all groups as a cross
check.
Paired mean test results suggest that most group means differ significantly (Table 12). A
small p-value, below 0.05, suggests that the difference between the means of the groups compared
is unlikely a coincidence, or rather that there is less than a 5% probability that the results were
observed by chance. However, some group means are statistically similar with higher p-values,
especially in the scarp length group (Table 12). Seven groups in total have a statistically similar
mean length, most of which are quite strong (Table 12). There is only one group of data with
statistically similar sinuosity and two groups with statistically similar mean slopes (Table 12). Slide
Mountain unknown and landslide scarps are the only groups of data with similarities in means of
more than one attribute, scarp length and mean slope (Table 12).
Scatter plots comparing data groups from the control group and experimental group cluster
when transformations of scarp length, sinuosity, and 30-m buffered mean slope are plotted versus
each other (Figures 22, 23, and 24). A variety of plots were tested, and square root mean slope vs.
log10 scarp length (Figure 22), log10 mean slope vs. logit10 scarp sinuosity (Figure 23), and square root
mean slope vs. logit10 scarp sinuosity (Figure 24) were plots that proved to cluster data well. The
fault scarp data group plots differently than all other data used in the scatter plot analysis (Figures
22, 23, and 24).
The logit transformation turned out to be an excellent function to help spread sinuosity
data. However, if sinuosity equals 0, 0.5, or 1 the logit output is 0 (Equation 3, Figure 25).
Sinuosities of 0 and 1 yield spurious outputs equal to zero, which requires that some scarp data be
removed from scatter plots (Figures 23 and 24) with the logit transformation to avoid a false line of
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data points plotted at zero sinuosity. Since sinuosity can never be zero (Equation 2) and a 0.5 scarp
sinuosity predictably plots a logit output equal to zero (Figure 25), only straight scarps were
TABLE 12. Parametric and non-parametric paired test results
Mann-Whitney Test Results
Scarp Length
Comparison Tested

n

Mean
Ranks

Cowlitz LSHS† -

717

423

Kitsap LSHS

360

771

Cowlitz LSHS -

717

403

Faults

126

528

Cowlitz LSHS -

717

455

Slide Mtn. unknown

158

360

Cowlitz LSHS -

717

387

Slide Mtn. joints

40

230

Cowlitz LSHS -

717

414

98

366

Cowlitz LSHS -

717

384

Slide Mtn. LSHS

50

387

Kitsap LSHS -

360

268

Faults

126

173

Kitsap LSHS -

360

327

Slide Mtn. unknown

158

107

Kitsap LSHS -

360

219

Slide Mtn. joints

40

34

Kitsap LSHS -

360

268

Slide Mtn. LS

98

88

Kitsap LSHS -

360

220

Slide Mtn. LSHS

50

99

Slide Mtn. LS

†

*

T-Test Results

Scarp Sinuosity

U value

pvalue

212489

<0.0001

58514

<0.0001

44263

0.0004

8396

0.0002

31033

1.2771

18095

19.1234

13769

<0.0001

4299

<0.0001

524

<0.0001

3743

<0.0001

3693

<0.0001

Mean
Ranks
689
241
359
779
362
781
359
737
364
723
573
546
180
423
180
439
380
180
181
407
182
377

Continued on next page
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Mean Slope (30 m)

Uvalue

pvalue

df

T§ value

pvalue

21648

<0.0001

1047

37.46

<0.0001

90173

<0.0001

840

29.89

<0.0001

110892

<0.0001

872

18.47

<0.0001

28662

<0.0001

754

12.20

<0.0001

66471

<0.0001

812

15.79

<0.0001

26032

<0.0001

764

7.65

<0.0001

45360

<0.0001

484

14.67

<0.0001

56880

<0.0001

516

-10.48

<0.0001

14400

<0.0001

398

-1.64

0.1027

35018

<0.0001

456

-7.77

<0.0001

17570

<0.0001

408

-15.11

<0.0001

TABLE 12. Parametric and non-parametric paired test results continued
Mann-Whitney Test Results
Scarp Length
Comparison Tested

n

Mean
Ranks

Faults -

126

184

Slide Mtn. unknown

158

109

Faults -

126

97

Slide Mtn. joints

40

42

Faults -

126

134

Slide Mtn. LS

98

85

Faults -

126

95

Slide Mtn. LSHS

50

72

Slide Mtn. unknown -

158

105

Slide Mtn. joints

40

78

Slide Mtn. unknown -

158

123

Slide Mtn. LS

98

137

Slide Mtn. unknown -

158

99

Slide Mtn. LSHS

50

121

Slide Mtn. joints -

40

52

Slide Mtn. LS

98

77

Slide Mtn. joints -

40

36

Slide Mtn. LSHS

50

53

Slide Mtn. LS -

98

72

Slide Mtn. LSHS

50

80

T-Test Results

Scarp Sinuosity

U* value

p - value

4730

<0.0001

856

<0.0001

3509

<0.0001

2337

0.1607

2306

0.1752

8574

3.1137

4782

0.5210

2648

0.02611

1385

0.0372

2743

4.9159

Mean
Ranks
153
134
75
110
136
82
113
26
91
132
144
104
128
31
102
56
70
26
95
34

Mean Slope (30 m)

Uvalue

pvalue

df

T§ value

p - value

8679

1.3244

282

-15.29

<0.0001

3592

0.0010

164

-7.70

<0.0001

3195

<0.0001

222

-13.06

<0.0001

10

<0.0001

174

-16.49

<0.0001

4451

0.0012

196

3.42

0.0008

5348

0.0006

254

1.10

0.2724

292

<0.0001

206

-4.17

<0.0001

677

<0.0001

136

-2.65

0.0091

1

<0.0001

88

-7.63

<0.0001

400

<0.0001

146

-5.03

<0.0001

Note: The two-tailed p-value has been corrected for ties during ranking for Mann-Whitney Tests and p-values have been
corrected for multiple tests. Shaded and non-shaded matched rows are correlated as pairs of groups tested. Dark gray
shaded p-values are pairs that have similarity in means.
*

df = degrees of freedom

*U-value is determined as the number of times observations in one sample precede observations in the other sample in the
ranking.
§

T-value is a function of the difference between the means in the numerator and the standard error of the difference in the
means in the denominator. Meaning that T gets larger as the means get further apart, the variances get smaller, or the
sample sizes increase.
†

LSHS = Landslide Headscarp and LS = Landslide

removed from scatter plots in Figures 23 and 24. No data points were removed from sinuosity
attributes calculated from the Cowlitz, Kitsap, and Slide Mountain landslide headwall scarp data
sets, but points (N) were removed from the following groups: western Washington fault (10), Slide
Mountain unknown (38), Slide Mountain joint (18), and Slide Mountain landslide (13).
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An interesting, unexpected trend was how the Cowlitz and Kitsap County landslide
headscarps plotted in distinct separate clusters from each other (Figure 22A, 23A, and 24A) and how
fault scarps plotted in a distinct group. The scatter plots suggest that fault scarps tend to be longer,
straighter, and in less steep areas than most other scarps (Table 12). The Cowlitz County scarps are
less sinuous and located on a steeper mean slope than Kitsap County scarps. Scarps mapped on
Slide Mountain largely grouped similar to each other in all plots (Figures 22, 23, and 24). Slide
Mountain scarps also plot similar to the Cowlitz and Kitsap landslide headwall scarps in Figure 22.

DISCUSSION
The main focus of this study was to map, analyze, and compare scarps and attempt to
differentiate their origins. The study compared known landslide headwall scarp and fault scarp
attributes to scarps mapped in the field area. As another part of the study a comparison of aerial
photogrammetric (Cashman and Brunengo, 2006) and LiDAR derived topographic (this study)
landslide maps was also done.

GIS Mapping
Comparison of landslides mapped using different methods
Comparison of photogrammetric (Cashman and Brunengo, 2006) versus LiDAR data based
(this study) landslide mapping illustrates benefits and disadvantages for both methods of mapping.
The WA-DNR photogrammetric based map has more small landslides and the largest landslides
mapped in the comparison area (Figure 3) (Cashman and Brunengo, 2006). Landslides identified in
this study using 2-m DEMs were compared with those identified photogrammetrically by calculating
their area within the 53.7 km2 comparison area (Figure 3). Cashman and Brunengo (2006) mapped
168 landslides with a combined area covering 12.5 km2 and this study mapped a total of 41
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landslides covering 6.7 km2 (Figure 3). Cashman and Brunengo (2006) mapped 132 landslides with
less than 10,000 m2 area, 79% of all landslides and 2.5% of the total landslide area mapped in their
study. This study mapped 15 landslides less than 10,000 m2, 0.6% of all landslides and only 37% of
total landslide area mapped by this study. The notable 5.0 km2 large landslide mapped by Cashman
and Brunengo (2006) is not mapped in this study and will be discussed further below (Figure 3).
The large landslide was described by Moen (1962) and mapped by Fiksdal and Brunengo
(1981) prior to Cashman and Brunengo’s (2006) WA-DNR project. Surficial signatures of that
landslide did not register well on LiDAR data derived images due to deep incision and other
geomorphic processes that obscured surface roughness and landslide shape (Figure 3, Plate 1).
Another possibility is that the mapped landslide is not truly a pre-historic massive landslide.
An area of 6.5 km2, 52% of WA-DNR mapped landslides (Cashman and Brunengo, 2006), are
overlapped by 28 landslides mapped for this study. It is worth pointing out that without the area of
the large landslide complex considered, this study includes 87% of landslide area mapped by the
Cashman and Brunengo (2006). Furthermore, if the landslides less than 10,000 m2 are not
considered in either study the percentage of overlap goes up to 93%.
This study confirms what Gold et al. (2003) and Gold (2004) reported in their comparisons of
landslides mapped with aerial photographs and with LiDAR data derived images in western
Washington. They identified that resolution of the base maps, difference in temporal range of data,
soil depth within the study area, and lack of vegetation signals in 2-m DEMs, affected the ability to
accurately map landslides.
Expense differences between LiDAR data collection (approximately $500/mi2) and aerial
photography (approximately $25/mi2) are large, and limit acquisition of LiDAR data (Gold, 2004).
The affordability of aerial photographic surveys allows them to be flown every few years over large
areas (Gold et al., 2003; Gold, 2004). However, Gold et al. (2003) and Gold (2004) assert
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interpreting aerial photos requires a higher level of training for proficiency than mapping on LiDAR
derived images. Although this may seem to be the case when observing prepared images derived
from LiDAR, but preparation of LiDAR data and manipulation of the data does require computer and
software training. Further, LiDAR data does hold uncertainty, as expert mappers often have
different interpretations of the same data (Van Den Eeckhaut et al., 2006) and proper training in
geomorphology is always needed for proper identification of surficial features. However, efficiency
of mapping is generally better with LiDAR derived data because it is easier to manipulate in a GIS,
versus aerial photos, which when orthorectified lose their stereographic attribute (Gold, 2004).
Small shallow landslides are easier to view in photogrammetric studies versus LiDAR derived
images. Generally, vegetation hampers identification of landslides, but in cases of small, shallow
debris flows, visible vegetation differences can help delineate the slide (Gold 2004). Shallow soils
are common in northwestern Washington due to continental glaciation and likely explain the
number of small landslides mapped by Cashman and Brunengo (2006) and missed in the LiDAR
derived mapping (this study). When the shallow mantle of soil fails, topographic delineation of the
slide is muted, but vegetation is often disturbed if not completely removed. Vegetation disturbance
is more readily observed in aerial photos versus bare-earth LiDAR derived images. However,
vegetation often obscures landslide edges and this study found LiDAR derived bare-earth images
had better edge delineation of landslides than Cashman and Brunengo (2006) for landslides mapped
in both studies.
When available, both aerial photos and LiDAR data should be used to utilize the benefits of
each data set. For example, Mackey and Roering (2011) used both sets of data in a study that
defined kinematics and sedimentary budget of a landslide by orthorectifying years of aerial
photographs over LiDAR derived data. The combined data set was good enough that individual
trees were tracked and movement rates were calculated from observations.
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Scarps
Bedding scarps make up the bulk of scarps mapped on Slide Mountain and were readily
mapped on 2-m DEMs. Following individual bedding planes proved difficult, but techniques used by
Pavlis and Bruhn (2011) such as their field GIS mapping system may allow for structural analysis of
the Chuckanut Formation. Pavlisand Bruhn’s (2011) system used high resolution field GPS and GIS
equipment to precisely map on 2-m DEMs in the field along traverses. Another technique that
might prove useful is their method of adaptive histogram equalization that removes longwavelength shaded and bright areas on hillshades, yet retains the contrast needed for identifying
scarps. If individual Chuckanut Formation beds could be traced it may prove useful for hazard
assessment as the Chuckanut formation is prone to failure along bedding planes, especially weak
coal and shale beds found on Slide Mountain (Johnson 1984; Schmidt and Montgomery, 1995, 1996;
Brunengo and Cashman, 2006). Mapping individual beds may have been possible if the LiDAR data
were delivered to specifications in the original work order for data acquisition.
A number of scarps mapped on Slide Mountain were interpreted as being controlled by
underlying joints and fractures within bedrock (Figure 7, Plate 1). Joint scarps were most readily
mapped in Area A because there were more accessible bedrock outcrops. There is an apparent
correlation between joint structure and scarp orientations in other areas, but this conclusion is not
certain due to the limited amount of joint data collected. Knowing about joint controlled scarps
gives better understanding of discontinuities in bedrock, which along with bedding planes controls
landsliding (Schmidt and Montgomery, 1995, 1996; Kinakin and Stead, 2005).
A sackung is interpreted atop the ridge in Area A (Figure 7). Sackung, a term for sagging or
settling and spreading of large slopes, was originally coined by Zischinksy (1966, 1969). Sackungen
are considered gravitational spreading features occurring in jointed, fractured, or foliated rock
(Varnes et al., 1989) and have been identified in northwestern Washington in the North Cascades
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(Thorsen, 1989), Olympic Mountains (Tabor, 1971; Beget, 1985), and the British Columbian Coast
Ranges (Bovis, 1982; Clague and Evans, 1994; Thompson et al., 1997; Kinakin and Stead, 2005).
Sackung scarps generally occur in groups or individually, can be up to and over a kilometer in length
with offsets of centimeters to tens of meters, and most often run parallel to ridges, where the
features can be graben shaped (Thorsen, 1989; Thompson et al., 1997; Li et al., 2011). The largest of
the sackung scarps in Area A measures approximately 830 m long, 40 m of relief, and trends along
the ridge top (Figures 7 and 9). The sackung scarps are also similar in orientation to predominant
steeply dipping northeast and southwest dipping joint sets observed in the bedrock (Figures 7, 8A –
F, and 9). The Chuckanut Formation is clearly jointed and has a strong affinity for failing along
bedding planes (Schmidt and Montgomery, 1996). In particular in Area A, northwest dipping
bedding and steeply dipping northeast and southwest joint sets crosscut and provide numerous
discontinuities in the bedrock (Figure 8D), which provide mechanisms of origin to explain the
sackung in Area A.
Many small scarps interpreted as joint-related scarps are mapped within the large
Racehorse Creek landslide that trend similar to the proposed sackungen scarps in Area A (Figure 7).
A question still remains whether these scarps are surficial manifestations of bedrock structure or
actively deforming features that would be younger than the 3840 ± 140 14C B.P. landslide (Pringle,
1998). These scarps pose an interesting problem. Perhaps they are a continuation of the sackung
feature, tectonic deformation, relict surficial features of the landslide, or just simply relief from
underlying bedrock joints, as discussed above. This study does not constrain any model for these
features, but the overall observation of landsliding in Area A, together with bedrock structure and
slope conditions conducive to failure, suggests that the features are gravitational in origin.
A number of scarps were not attributed to any category and lumped together as unknown
scarps. These are the scarps this study was most interested in and are compared to other scarps in
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the next section. The inability to interpret the origin or controls of these scarps is in part due to a
lack of field structural data and observations.

GIS Geomorphic Analysis
The control group data, Cowlitz and Kitsap County landslide headwall and western
Washington fault scarps, all plot distinctly in scatter plots. Cowlitz County landslide headwall scarps,
which have data extracted from 10-m DEMs, plot with a higher mean slope than the other control
groups, which have data extracted from 2-m DEMs (Figures 22A, 23A, and 24A). There are also
consistent differences between Kitsap County and Cowlitz County landslide headwall scarps on
Figures 22A, 23A, and 24A: Cowlitz County scarps plot distinctly straighter and with a higher mean
slope than Kitsap County scarps.
The first of three possibilities that may explain the difference in plots between Cowlitz and
Kitsap County landslide headwall scarps are the raster cell size difference of 10-m and 2-m DEMs,
respectively. A 30-m buffer would make up approximately 6 cells of a 10-m DEM around a scarp and
30 cells for a 2-m DEM. The cells included in the buffer would be the cells used to calculate mean
slope around the scarp. Thus with fewer cells to calculate the mean, an under or over estimation of
slope is expected when compared with having more cells to average, with under-estimation being
most likely in this case. This can be observed by how the mean slope within 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50-m
buffers of the Kitsap County scarps lower with the increase in buffer size (Figure 16).
Another difference that the use of 10-m versus 2-m DEMs may have brought out are how
the Kitsap county scarps plot distinctly more sinuous than the Cowlitz County scarps. This difference
is likely due to the earlier observation noted how a better delineation of landslides, and also scarps,
can be made from higher definition LiDAR derived topographic images than aerial photographs,
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which are what 1:24,000 scale contour maps are interpreted from, which in turn are what 10-m
DEMs are digitized from.
The second possibility is the difference in geologic history between the counties. Kitsap
County was overridden by Pleistocene continental glaciation whereas Cowlitz County was not
(Wegmann and Walsh, 2001, Wegmann, 2006; McKenna et al., 2008). The overriding erosive action
of continental glaciation resulted in different landforms and soil makeup of Kitsap and Cowlitz
Counties. Landforms and overall topographic relief of Kitsap are more subdued (0 – 523 m) than
Cowlitz County (0 – 1179 m) (Figure 21). Further, soils in Cowlitz County are largely saprolitically
altered because of the type of bedrock and lack of glaciation (Wegmann and Walsh, 2001;
Wegmann, 2006), and likely more so than those of Kitsap County because Kitsap was overridden by
the continental glaciation. Additionally, most sediment in Kitsap County is glacial, glaciofluvial, or
glaciolacustrine derived sediments (McKenna et al., 2008), which are younger. Together these
factors provide important differences to the landscape that can provide distinction in landslide
formation and morphology between the counties.
The third explanation is differences in the underlying geology, however the above discussion
of the effects of weathering on glaciated and non-glaciated areas is related. Kitsap County is largely
overlain by glacial deposits derived from Pleistocene glaciation, but outcrops of underlying Tertiary
basalts and marine sedimentary units are present (McKenna et. al, 2008). Cowlitz County is largely
made up of Eocene to Miocence volcanic and sedimentary units, which are often deeply weathered
(Wegmann, 2006).
Fault scarps may plot differently than landslide headscarps because active fault research has
focused on offset Quaternary deposits. Often Quaternary deposits are in lowlands such as marshes,
wave-cut terraces, and coastal plains. This neotectonic research focuses investigators’ efforts on
faults in less steep, and more populated, lowland areas. This might mean data collected for known
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active faults may be biased towards less steep terrain because flatter areas have seen more study.
Yet the observation of more fault scarps in lowlands may very well be due to the difference between
rupturing a lower volume of less consolidated lowland sediments versus a higher volume of more
consolidated bedrock in highlands, such as Slide Mountain; or rather higher stress is needed to
rupture consolidated bedrock in highland areas than less consolidated materials found in lowland
areas. The method used in this study could ultimately provide a better tool for identifying faults
located in steeper terrain. What will need to be done to help rectify this issue is to collect more
data and add it to the fault scarp database and continue the methods of this study on a larger data
set.

CONCLUSIONS


There are statistical differences of scarp length, sinuosity, and mean slope within 30-m buffers
between landslide headscarps and active fault scarps in western Washington. Active fault
scarps are statistically longer, straighter, and occur in less steep terrain than landslide scarps
assessed in this study.



Slide Mountain is an ideal location to address scarp origin with GIS and LiDAR data due to LiDAR
data coverage, nearby active faulting, consistent bedrock geology, and abundant landslides
mapped there. The ability to differentiate between landslide and tectonic scarp origins on Slide
Mountain via geomorphometric parameters was not definitive in this study, but a case can be
made for differentiating scarps over a larger geographic area, such as the western United States,
which can lead to better fault identification.



Mapping underlying structure was not feasible with the methods I attempted for this study, but
underlying structure is inferred from field data collection and predominant scarp orientation.
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Field and laboratory observations, when used together, identified a joint-controlled sackung at
the top of the southern ridge of the Racehorse Creek drainage (Area A).


Mapping landslides and scarps both are much more effective when using LiDAR derived
topographic data versus photogrammetric data; however both data sets are useful together.
Field testing a portion of remote observations is always required.

Future work
Future work should be focused on additional compilation of neotectonic and landslide
headscarps from a larger area than just western Washington. Active normal, reverse, and strike-slip
fault scarps added into the database in many different terrains and areas of the world would help
form a more robust data set. Larger data sets may also be used to compare morphometry of
different fault types. The addition of more data would help to address the issue of possible
detection bias in the fault scarp data set.
Future work on Slide Mountain would be interesting because of its location south of active
north-vergent reverse faults and its complex landslide history. Local tectonic forces combined with
the known fractured, folded, and unstable bedrock, isostatic uplift from ice unloading, and high
precipitation provides a suite of complexities. This combination of forces provide a good laboratory
to further address using LiDAR derived data and GIS to map underlying structure with newly
developed methods such as those of Pavlis and Bruhn (2011).
The presence of sackung make the smaller scale scarps within Area A (Figures 5 and 6) an
interesting locale to research further. Is the sackung due to gravitational collapse resultant from
uplifting pressures or from pure gravitational collapse due to underlying bedrock structure, such as
deep seated landsliding? What is the timing and style of the sackung deformation? Research in the
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area and the accompanying sackung scarps may lead to more understanding of regional and local
uplifting tectonic forces and understanding of the sackung features.
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Figure 1. Map of western Washington counties. The study area is denoted (Figures 3 and 4) in western Whatcom
County near Kendall. Scarps used in the GIS analysis phase of the study are marked and color coded according to
DEM resolution and scarp type. Please see GIS Data and Resources section for data acquisition information.
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Figure 2. Bedrock geology of the Slide Mountain field area. Slide Mountain is the highland southeast of Kendall. The reverse faults south and east of Kendall have evidence
of Holocene movement (Barnett, 2007; Barnett et al., 2007; Siedlecki, 2008). Slide Mountain is underlain by the Slide and Bellingham Bay Members of the Chuckanut
Formation (Fm) (Johnson, 1982; Lapen,2000; Dragovich et al., 2002). Note the large landslides on the northern, southern, and western flanks of Slide Mountain. Please see
GIS Data and Resources section for data acquisition information.
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Figure 3. Map of landslides delineated photogrammetrically by the WA-DNR and for this study with LiDAR data. Overlapping landslide area is landslide area that was
mapped independently by both this and the WA-DNR studies. Note the Canyon Lake landslide complex, Racehorse Creek landslide, and small landslides throughout the
comparison area. The Canyon Creek landslide complex and smaller landslides were not well represented in LiDAR data mapping for this study.
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Figure 4. A generalized kinematic model of the Cascadia fore arc showing the northern rotation of the Oregon block, which
constricts Washington against the stable Coast Mountains buttress due to oblique subduction of the Juan de Fuca plate,
simplified from Wells et al. (1998) and Wells and Simpson (2001).
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A

Areas of field work

Figure 5. Map of Slide Mountain study area showing areas of field data collection, labeled A – D and scarps and landslides mapped from LiDAR data and field work for this
project. Areas A – D are described in depth in the Results section.
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Figure 6. Map of landslides on Slide Mountain with diverging 3 m (fine contours) and 30 m contours (bold contours)
and key areas pointed out: A) denotes excavated areas with contours curved/scalloped upslope; B) denotes transition
zones where contours diverge and switch from curving upslope to downslope; C) denotes the deposition zone where
contours curve/scallop
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Figure 7. Map of Area A showing site numbers, bedding orientations, and scarps, landslides, and sackung mapped for this study. Sub-areas of sites are circled and labeled.
The southernmost ridge has a sackung mapped with topographic cross section lines A, B, and C delineated for Figures 8A, B, and C.
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Figure 8. Joint and scarp orientations for groups in Area A (Tables 3 and 4). Stereonets are labeled by sub-area. Joint
sets are colored black and red with similar colored arrows detailing joint set orientation and N; all other joints are in
gray and bedding planes are in blue. A) Joints in sub-area A1; two joint sets are denoted in black and red. B) Joints in
sub-area A2; one joint set is denoted in black. C) Joints in sub-area A3; one joint set is denoted in black. D) Joints and
bedding (blue) in sub-area A4; two joint sets are denoted in black and red. E) Joints in sub-area A5; two joint sets are
denoted in black and red. F) Joints in sub-area A6; three joint sets are denoted in black, red, and blue. G) Rose
diagram of bedding scarps in gray (n = 14) and all non-bedding scarps in black (n = 19). Tick marks denote mean strike
of the scarps in the Rose diagram.
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Figure 9. Topographic profiles A, B, and C from Figure 6. The profiles define a double crested ridge that is
more pronounced in the west.
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Figure 10. Map of Area B showing site numbers, bedding orientations, scarps and landslides mapped for this study, and the anticline mapped by Lappen (2000). Sites in
Area B are grouped into a western and eastern sub-areas.
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Figure 11. Joint and scarp orientations for groups in Area B (Tables 5 and 6).
Stereonets are labeled by sub-area. Joint sets are colored black, red, and blue with
similar colored arrows detailing joint set orientation and N; all other joints are in gray.
A) Bedding, black, and fold axis, red, for area B. B) Joints in the western sub-area; one
joint set is denoted in black. C) Joints in the eastern sub-area; three joint sets are
denoted in black, red, and blue. D) Rose diagram of bedding scarps. E) Rose diagram
of landslide scarps. Tick marks denote mean strike of the scarps in the Rose diagrams.
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Figure 12. Map of Area C showing site numbers, bedding orientations, and scarps and landslides mapped for this study. Note the northwest-southeast striking unknown scarp
that lines up with a similar striking landslide scarp south of Wildcat Creek (at the “k” in Wildcat Creek). Part of Area B can be observed in the southwest corner of the map.
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Figure 13. Joint and scarp orientations in Area C (Tables 7 and 8). A) Stereonet has all joint
orientations for sub-area C1 plottedd. Two joint sets are colored black and red with similar colored
arrows detailing joint set orientation and N; all other joints are in gray. B) Joints in sub-area C2;
three joint sets are denoted in black, red, and blue; all other joints are in gray. C) Joints in sub-area
C3; two joint sets are denoted in black and red; all other joints are in gray. D) Joints in sub-area C4;
four joint sets are denoted in black, red, green, and blue; all other joints are in gray. E) Rose
diagram of bedding scarps in Area C.
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Figure 14. Map of Area D showing site numbers, bedding orientations, and scarps and landslides mapped for this study. Site sub-areas are circled and labeled.
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Figure 15. Joint, slickenline, and scarp orientations for sub-areas in Area D (Tables 9 and 10). Stereonets are labeled
by sub-area. Joint sets are colored black, red, green, and blue with similar colored arrows detailing joint set
orientation and N; all other joints are in gray. A) Joints in sub-area D1; two joint sets are denoted in black and red. B)
Joints in sub-area D2; three joint sets are denoted in black, red, and blue. C) Joints in sub-area D3; three joint sets are
denoted in black, red, and blue. D) Joints in sub-area D3; four joint sets are denoted in black, red, blue, and green. E)
Slickenlines and bedding (blue) at site 52. Slip surface and lineation are color coded. F) Slickenlines and bedding
(blue) at site 49. Slip surface and lineation are color coded. G) Rose diagram of unknown scarps (n = 7). Tick marks
denote mean strike of the scarps in the Rose diagram.
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Figure 16. Box plots of the mean slope (degrees) calculated in different buffer sizes (10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 m). Outliers
are plotted outside of the lower and upper quartiles (whiskers) and the 95% confidence Interval is notched from the sides
at the median (center line). A) Cowlitz County landslide headwall scarps, with slope being averaged from a 10 m DEM
(UW Spatial Lab, 2009). B) Kitsap County landslide headwall scarps, with slope being averaged from a 2 m LiDAR derived
DEM (PSLC, 2006).
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Figure 17. Box plots of the mean slope (degrees) calculated in different buffer sizes (10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 m). The 95%
confidence Interval is notched from the sides at the median (center line). A) Western Washington fault scarps, with slope
being averaged from 10 m and LiDAR derived 2 m DEMs (UW Spatial Lab, 2009; PSLC, 2006). B) Unknown scarps mapped
on Slide Mountain for this study, with slope being averaged from a 2 m LiDAR derived DEM (PSLC, 2006).
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Figure 18. Box plots of the mean slope (degrees) calculated in different buffer sizes (10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 m). The 95%
confidence Interval is notched from the sides at the median (center line). A) Joint scarps mapped on Slide Mountain for this
study, with slope being averaged from a 2 m LiDAR derived DEM (PSLC, 2006). B) Landslide scarps mapped on Slide Mountain
for this study, with slope being averaged from a 2 m LiDAR derived DEM (PSLC, 2006). Outliers are plotted outside of the
upper quartile (whiskers).
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Figure 19. Box plots of the mean slope (degrees) calculated in different buffer sizes (10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 m). The
95% confidence Interval is notched from the sides at the median (center line). A) Landslide headscarps mapped on
Slide Mountain for this study, with slope being averaged from a 2 m LiDAR derived DEM (PSLC, 2006).
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Figure 20. Box plots comparing attributes of the control group of scarps and scarps mapped for this study. Outliers
plotted outside of the lower and upper quartiles (whiskers) and the 95% confidence interval is notched from the sides
at the median (center line). A) Comparison of scarp length (m). B) Comparison of scarp sinuosity.
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Figure 21. Box plot comparing mean slope (degrees) in a 30 m buffer of the control group scarps and scarps mapped
for this study. Outliers are plotted outside of the lower and upper quartiles (whiskers) and the 95% confidence
Interval is notched from the sides at the median (center line).
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Figure 22. Scatter plots of the square root of the mean slope in a 30-m buffer of scarps versus the log10 of scarp
length. A) Control group of scarps. Cowlitz and Kitsap County landslide headwall scarps plot with steeper slope than
fault scarps, with Kitsap County landslide headscarps plotting slightly steeper than fault scarps. B) Scarps mapped on
Slide Mountain with western Washington fault scarps. Slide Mountain scarps plot similar to landslide headwall scarps
in Figure 22A.
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Figure 23. Scatter plots of log10 of the mean slope in a 30 m buffer of scarps versus the logit10 of scarp sinuosity. A)
Control group of scarps. Landslide headscarps plot with steeper slope and more sinuosity than fault scarps. B) Scarps
mapped on Slide Mountain with western Washington fault scarps. Slide Mountain scarps plot with less sinuosity than
Cowlitz and Kitsap landslide headscarps.
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Figure 24. Scatter plots of the square root of the mean slope in a 30 m buffer of scarps versus the logit10 of scarp
sinuosity. A) Control group of scarps. Landslide headscarps plot with steeper slope and more sinuosity than fault
scarps. B) Scarps mapped on Slide Mountain with western Washington fault scarps.
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Figure 25. Scatter plot of an ideal logit function (Equation 3) of sinuosity vs sinuosity = 0 to 1. Note the three cases of
a logit function output of zero: when sinuosity is equal to 0, 0.5, and 1. Scarp sinuosity (Equation 2) cannot equal zero
so only a sinuosity of 1 is a spurious logit output and therefore removed from Figures 23 and 24.
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APPENDIX A
ArcMap Field Calculator script adapted from Jeness (2005) for scarp azimuth. Azimuth is calculated
between endpoints of scarps.
If ( [x_start] - [x_end] ) < 0 Then
dBearing = 90- (180/(4 * Atn (1))) * Atn(( [y_start] - [y_end] )/( [x_start] - [x_end] ))
End If
If ( [x_start] - [x_end] ) > 0 Then
dBearing = 270 - (180/(4 * Atn (1))) * Atn(( [y_start] - [y_end] )/( [x_start] - [x_end] ))
End If
If ( [x_start] - [x_end] ) = 0 Then
If ( [y_start] - [y_end] ) < 0 Then
dBearing = 0
End If
If ( [y_start] - [y_end] ) > 0 Then
dBearing = 180
End If
If ( [y_start] - [y_end] ) = 0 Then
dBearing = 999.999
End If
End If
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